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DOPE DIFFUSER
To Keep The Compound On Temperature

Recommended Thread
Running Compounds

From Tenaris’s running book

Keep the dope well mixed, and stir it very well before 
using. If the compound is too thick because of the low 
external temperature, it can be warmed up to a maximum 
of 30°C and mixed up. Never use oil or solvent to dilute the 
tread compound.

An Artic grade running compound is recommended during 
freezing weather.
The compound should be keep free of contamination by 
water and ice particles.
It should also be kept warm in freezing conditions using 
a doghouse or warming devices.

Keep the dope container covered in order to avoid 
contamination from dust, water, or other dangerous 
elements.

*For other running thread compounds, please contact us.
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ENVIRONMENTSAFETY
The compound no longer SPILLS over the rig floor 
because the entire application process is enclosed.
This keeps the work area clean which is of basic 
importance for safety and stops the operational 
personnel from slipping.

SAVINGS
With the Dope Diffuser savings are made: the quantity 
is measured out for the connection only and excess 
application as the traditional method is eliminated. 
The excess that falls down the well creates blockages 
that make it difficult (and expensive) to send down 
work-over or drilling equipment.
Estimation of Compound’s quantity per Running Is 
now possible with Dope Diffuser.

The elimination of spills is essential for respect of the 
environment.
The Dope Diffuser prevents anything of the greasing 
process from falling into the sea in Off Shore 
installations and into the ground On Shore.

Recommendation prior
to running pipe

From Vallourec’s VAM book
It is recommended to use a new container 
of thread compound for each job.
If excess thread compound has been left 
from a previous job and it has been stored 
properly then is acceptable to use this.
Always stir the running compounds prior 
to use.
Ensure that the compound is free of 
foreign particles.
Remove all other compounds from the rig 
floor to prevent confusion.

Do not use drill pipe compounds for tubing and casing and
vice-versa.
In cold climates running compound may have to be warmed 
slightly to make application easier.
Thread compounds are all required to be regularly mixed during 
use.
Motorised applicators can also be used to apply the thread 
compound to the box connection.
Evenly apply the correct quantity of compound to all thread seal 
and shoulder areas.
The compound must reach the bottom of the thread.
The minimum (and maximum for VAM SLIJ II) quantities of thread 
compound are listed in the Individual connection section.

Thread Compound
Application

Tenaris BlueTM

From Tenaris’s running book
Apply the correct amount and type of thread 

compound as per the pipe manufacturer 
recommendations.

Apply an even coat of manufacturer recommended connection 
thread compound (see Recommended Thread Running 
Compounds) filling the full thread area and covering the seal 
surface and torque shoulder of pin or box (as per connection 
manufacturer recommendation).
Special care should be taken to make sure that quantity of 
dope does not exceed the maximum specified.
Excessive thread dope may affect the connection performance
Thread compound should be applied as a continuous film 
covering the different zones detailed in this document for each 
connection.
(Thread form outline should be clearly visible).
Do not overdope, the thread pattern should still be evident 
after doping.
Keep the running compound container covered in order to 
avoid contamination from dust, water, or other contaminants.
When automatic dope applicator is used, try to check the dope 
weight sprayed by collecting it and putting on a scale.
Set up the dope applicator until the minimum weight is reached.

Specific Guidelines
From Tenaris’s running book

Possible causes
Running compound 
excess
Dirt between threads
Decanted running 
compound
Running compound 
not homogenized
High friction running 
compound
Running compound 
contamination

ACCETABLE CURVE WITH HUMP EFFECT NOT 
EXCEEDINDG THE MAXIMUM SHOULDER LIMIT

Grant Prideco XT57 5 7/8” Tool Joint

From Vallourec’s VAM book


